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The aim of the study was to improve the efficiency of a through-life analysis in terms of timing and analytical resources, assuring good data quality. A through-life analysis consists in the
determination of Fine Particle Mass and Mean Delivered Dose obtained by NGI and DUSA respectively, during the entire life of the device. The pre-defined through-life scheme follows the
Eur.Ph. requirements that foresee the collection of the NGI samples at the beginning and end of the device life [1], while the DUSA samples are collected at the beginning, middle and end of
the device life [2]. For a standard regimen the remaining doses of the device are fired manually, on different days (from 3 up to 5 days) according to the analytical procedure in place, in
order to minimize the influence of electrostatic charge[3,4]. The study was carried out by analysing placebo and different DPI-delivered drug products having different strengths, all filled in
NEXThaler® devices. Each through-life analysis has been performed on a one-day regimen, discharging the waste shots with the workstation Xelair® 1 Series, an automatic equipment
manufactured by Astech Projects and specifically customized for Chiesi. Xelair® 1 Series can perform the waste shots of DPI products filled in NEXThaler® devices, and it is equipped with a
specific antistatic system. In order to consider appropriate the one-day regimen using the Xelair® 1 Series, the FPM, MDD and mean shot weights data obtained from the analysis of the
products across days and in one day regimens have been compared.

PRODUCT

Nº OF ANALYSED

DEVICE / REGIMEN
PERFORMED 

ANALYSES

(FOR EACH DEVICE)

ACCEPTANCE 
CRITERIA

Manual SW Automatic SW

Placebo DPI
2 devices in more 

than 1 day
2 devices in one 

day
Shot weight

Mean SW

10mg ±1.5mg

RSD ≤ 5.0%

Compound A 
Low   Strength

6 devices in more 
than 1 day

2 devices in one 
day

10 DUSA

3 NGI The FPM results 
should not differ 
more than 15.0% 

and the MDD 
should not differ 
more than 10.0% 
by comparing the 
devices analyzed 
with manual and 
automatic shot 

waste

Compound A 
High Strength

3 devices in more 
than 1 day

2 devices in one 
day

10 DUSA

3 NGI

Compound B 
Low Strength

4 devices in more 
than 1 day

4 devices in one 
day

2 NGI

Compound B 
High Strength

2 devices in more 
than 1 day

2 devices in one 
day

10 DUSA

2 NGI

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The waste shots were performed using, the workstation Xelair® 1 Series (Figure 1A, 1B, 1C) for
the one day regimen and a dedicated DUSA for the “more than one day” regimen. Workstation
Xelair® 1 Series analysed up to ten devices using a different analytical procedure for each device.
It was equipped with an analytical balance and a specific system for electrostatic charge
reduction which consists of a probe provided with a direct static elimination structure that
locates the ion generation point at the tip of the head. It enables high-speed and high-precision
static elimination, where it is needed most. The number of actuations, the flow rate and the time
between the actuations of each device were set for each of the devices. The response of the
workstation was the shot weight of each actuation.

Figure 2 - Placebo

Table 1

RESULTS
Two Placebo DPI devices were analysed
manually by applying the “more than one
day” regimen and two devices using
workstation Xelair® 1 Series in “one day”
regimen. Figure 2 shows the obtained
mean shot weights and RSD for each
device. The results clearly show that the
two regimens are comparable.
The particle mass stage grouping (Figures 3
and 4) show the same behaviour for both
compounds.

Figure 3 – High Strength Figure 4 - High Strength

Figures 5 and 6 show the similarity between the APSD curves obtained with both
regimens for both compounds.

Figure 5 - High Strength Figure 6 - High Strength

All the Inhalation Performances, obtained with both regimens for each compound, can be
considered comparable also in terms of variability.

Figure 7 - High Strength Figure 8 - High Strength

A qualitative analysis of the two regimens was evaluated. The PCAs[5] (Figures 9 and 10) do not
show significant difference between the experiments performed with the two different
regimens. Instead, all the experimental results were well randomized, indicative that the two
regimens were comparable.

Figure 9 – Compound A Figure 10 – Compound B

The chromatographic method
employed a RP-HPLC/UV method
(HPLC/UV 2690/2695 Alliance and
chromatographic column Atlantis
dC18; 150 x 3.9 mm; 3µm; Waters,
Milford, MA, USA). The NGI equipped
with an additional pre-separator
(Copley Scientific, Nottingham, UK)
was used for the aerodynamic particle
size distribution (APSD) determination
and the DUSA for the delivered dose
determination.

Figure 1: Automatic workstation Xelair® 1 Series

All the acceptance criteria stated in Table 1 were satisfied. The results reported above demonstrated that the two investigated regimens are comparable and the one-day regimen can be
adopted for the through-life DPI routine analyses. The workstation Xelair® 1 Series is very useful during a through-life analysis since it replaces the analyst during the waste shots collection
and, at the same time, reduces the electrostatic charges due to the device handling. By applying the one day regimen using Xelair® 1 Series, the improvement of efficiency in terms of
analytical time was demonstrated to be ~40% per through-life, while in terms of involved analytical resources, the time saving of a single analyst per through-life was estimated to be ~25%.
In conclusion the use of workstation Xelair® 1 Series is a valid help to improve the efficiency of a through-life analysis in terms of time saving, analytical resources, equipment and materials
necessary for the analysis, assuring a good data quality.
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The Mean Delivered Dose results and its relative RSD are comparable as shown in 
Figures 7 and 8.


